Fonts we use on documents like brochures, data
sheets, white papers, emails, and advertisements.
If you do not have access to these fonts, contact
the Spectra Marcom Department to send over
necessary files.

Fonts we specifically use for PowerPoints and
corporate presentations. If you do not have access to
these fonts, contact the Spectra Marcom Department
to send over necessary files.

The Spectra swoop is a brand element that is consistent
across much of Spectra’s signage and assets. When
the swoop is used, it faces the same direction and has the
same angle as the swoop in the Spectra logo. Do not change
the colors or alter the appearance of the Spectra swoop.
The Spectra swoop should be utilized at some point on all
collateral. Color values should stick to white, grey, black,
and red. Please seek Spectra Marcom Department approval
before using the swoops in a different color.

Within our corporate branding, we have developed
multiple logos for our products and services. If
you do not have access to these fonts, contact
the Spectra Marcom Department to send over
necessary files.

We have developed multiple logos for our products
within our corporate branding. If you do not have
access to these fonts, contact the Spectra
Marcom Department to send over necessary files.

Within our corporate branding, we have developed
multiple logos for our corporate services and
events. If you do not have access to these fonts,
contact the Spectra Marcom Department to send
over necessary files.

For the latest listings of Spectra marks and usage guidelines, please contact the
Spectra Marcom Department.

About Spectra Logic

Data Storage Outlook 2021

Spectra StorCycle
Technical Guide

Spectra Logic develops data storage and data management solutions that solve the
problem of long-term digital preservation for organizations dealing with exponential data
growth. Dedicated solely to storage innovation for more than 40 years, Spectra Logic’s
uncompromising product and customer focus is proven by the adoption of its solutions by
leaders in multiple industries globally. Spectra enables affordable, multi-decade data
storage and access by creating new methods of managing information in all forms of
storage—including archive, backup, cold storage, private cloud and public cloud.

Spectra® Stack FAQ

To learn more, visit www.spectralogic.com/

November 2020

Within our corporate branding, we have templates
when creating new content for content such as FAQs,
Letterheads, RFPs, and White Papers. Please let the
Spectra Marcom Department know if you are looking
for one of these templates.

January 2019

2021
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SpectraEDGE
Quick Start Guide
Welcome to Spectra Logic’s channel partner program, SpectraEDGE. We are pleased you have
chosen to partner with us and want to provide you with access to the tools you need to be
successful. Please use this quick start guide to get your SpectraEDGE partner portal account
set up, learn about our easy-to-use Deal Registration system, and find all the marketing materials
that are available to you.
Creating a SpectraEDGE account:
1. Go to spectraedge.spectralogic.com/user-signup and complete the short application form.
2. If your company is a signed Reseller Partner, your EDGE User application will auto-approve and a confirmation
email issued with your login details. If you do not receive this email or have issues creating an account, please
contact edge@spectralogic.com.

Registering a Spectra product:
Spectra Logic’s Deal Registration program is designed to give a significant advantage to the first partner in an account.
Registering a deal will protect your margins and ensure that the Spectra sales team supports you with meetings, materials and additional discounts. Registering an opportunity is as easy as 1, 2, 3.
1. From the SpectraEDGE home page select Register New Deal.
2. Complete required information regarding a specific product, end user, competition and project. Submit the form.
3. Spectra Logic will review the registration for any conflicts. You will receive an approval or denial email notification
within 24 hours.*

Spectra Products & Solutions Including Upgrades Eligible for Deal Registration
Spectra T380
Spectra T680
Spectra Stack

Spectra T950
Spectra T950V
Spectra TFinity

Spectra BlackPearl
Spectra StorCycle
Spectra Vail

All products have a 24-hour turnaround.
• Registrations are valid for 90 days. You can renew a registration three weeks prior to expiration from your dashboard.
• This registration is for a project, not an entire organization.
• Do not use abbreviations, acronyms or abridgements.
• Once registered, you must actively pursue the opportunity and lead with Spectra products.

303-449-6400 • 800-833-1132 • edge@spectralogic.com • 6285 Lookout Road • Boulder, CO 80301 USA

If a Partner, Customer or VAR decides to host
collateral or graphic content on their website,
please contact the Spectra Marcom Department
every quarter to make sure content is up to date.
Spectra regularly updates its content to meet
industry standards.

SCORE A TOUCHDOWN WITH SPECTRA’S
MODERN STORAGE SOLUTIONS
Getting sacked by costly and outdated data storage strategies? Spectra’s data storage and
data management solutions allow you to take control of the game with a storage platform
designed for sports content lifecycle management and the elimination of legacy middleware.
With Spectra Logic you will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

Consolidate silos of storage
Share content among multiple applications
Enable groups inside or outside your organization to access and use sports content
Create efficient workflows
Manage your unmanaged assets

Lead your team to victory by choosing Spectra Logic’s simple, modern storage solutions to
help you and your organization reach the end zone.

To learn more, visit www.spectralogic.com.
©2019 Spectra Logic

Contact the Spectra Marcom Department at marcom@spectralogic.com
with any questions.

